Introduction
Most practical structural models require MDOF representation for accurate simulation results. Thus the current work extends impact damper modeling to MDOF systems. All models for this work are developed with three-dimensional "beam" finite elements. One MDOF structure developed in this work is the space shuttle main engine, high-pressure oxygen turbopump (HPOTP) casing.
Small HPOTP rotor unbalance causes vibration of the casing, which can be significantly amplified at critical frequencies or with a small defect such as the loss of an impeller fragment. The vibration can be reduced by adapting some form of damping to the casing, which is difficult given the lack of space for attachment and the extreme temperature environment. One solution to this problem is to adapt an impact damper to the pump casing.
The impact damper consists of a housing cavity fixed to a structure with an internal impactor that moves relative to the cavity walls. Collisions between the housing and impactor attenuate vibration by dissipating the structure's kinetic energy. An advantage of the impact damper is that it is an inertial device, as opposed to conventional dampers, which require an attachment to ground. Considering temperature constraints, previous work by Nale and Klusman [1] , and Moore and Palazzolo [2] confirms the effectiveness of the impact damper in high and cryogenic temperature environments, respectively. In addition, Radii and Palazzolo show only small variation in the COR as a function of temperature and impact velocity for readily available materials. Considering these advantages, the impact damper should serve as an ideal retrofit device.
The focus of this work will thus be to model and simulate MDOF structures with impact dampers to determine their benefits in vibration. Correlation studies of previous work [2] with impact dampers applied to a SDOF oscillator and an experimental RBS with flexible bearing supports are conducted. HPOTP reduction in vibration at casing critical frequencies, at steady rotor speed, and high levels of rotor unbalance with impact dampers is investigated as well.
Simulating a time response for large DOF systems often requires CPU time that is very impractical. This provided the motivation to develop an efficient modal-based method for simulating the impact damper with general MDOF systems. Since steady-state, nonlinear solutions such as the Harmonic Balance or Collocation methods require iterative searches within the clearance of the impact damper, the frequency response was then obtained by conducting transient forced responses out to a steady amplitude for a range of frequencies. The improvement in simulation efficiency of modal-based solutions would then In previous work, an assumption was usually made as to the number of impacts that occur per cycle of vibration, which isn't done for the present work. The present work thus extends previous work to more general MDOF structures with impact dampers.
The effects of an impact between the impactor mass and a MDOF structure are accounted for by applying conservation of momentum (COM) and coefficient of restitution (COR) relationships between the impactor mass and the lumped mass at the impactor location in the MDOF model. This is justified by assuming that the impact occurs over an infinitesimal time duration. The impulse (Force X Time) product exerted on the remaining part of the MDOF system is zero since the reaction forces between the impactor housing and the structure are finite, but the impulse duration is infinitesimal. This assumption has been validated by the author in simulating the contact dynamics of an impactor applied to the HPOTP structure. Excellent agreement between the contact dynamics model using a very large surface stiffness and the COR/COM model with COR of 1.0 confirmed the COR/COM model approach.
Modeling

Finite Element Modeling.
All finite element models for this work are constructed using three-dimensional ' 'beam'' type elements. An example of a single-beam element and its associated DOF configuration is shown in Fig. (2.1.1 Beam element inertia is modeled as a lumped parameter, while the stiffness matrix includes compensation for shear deformation. For the physical coordinate-based models, dampers are uncoupled and concentrated. Modal space models are assigned "tare" damping to individual modes. The usual elementto-global transformations are employed for system assembly, resulting in 
where the z' th modal coordinate equation is described by
Simulation is conducted in the modal subspace with good accuracy and large reductions in CPU time due to truncation of the higher modes. these structures has been verified to be negligible; thus the SDOF damper is applied independently for each coordinate. The SDOF impact damper consists of a housing cavity fixed to a structure and an impactor moving relative to the cavity walls as shown in Fig. 2 .3.1.
The impact damper is physically characterized by the mass of both the housing and impactor, and the clearance that defines the gap between them with the impactor against a cavity wall. Kinetic energy of the vibrating structure is dissipated by collisions between the housing and impactor in the form of elastic waves, heat, and sound. Damping performance depends on several factors to include amplitude range, impactor to housing mass ratio, clearance gap, and the COR of the impacting materials. Performance for a given damper is thus primarily a function of the amplitude range, where for very low and high amplitude ranges, the impact damper is generally less effective. Between these ranges, regular impacts each half cycle of vibration occur leading to more optimal performance.
A free decay response with an initial condition was simulated for the model in Fig. 2 .3.1 to illustrate the behavior in these ranges. For very low amplitudes, less impactor contact is made with the housing, where the absence of regular impacts each half cycle of vibration results. This is commonly referred to as "impact failure" and is illustrated by energy drops through collisions. This phenomenon, commonly referred to as "bounce down," is illustrated in Fig. 2 .3.3 for the same SDOF simulation.
Modeling the impact damper includes the impactor collisions with the housing, impactor motion between collisions, and the temporary condition when the impactor is "stuck" to a cavity wall. Collisions are modeled through use of COR/COM relationships where each impactor is modeled as a SDOF particle with no friction. The COR (Eq. (2.3.1)) and linear COM (Eq. (2.3.2)) result from integrating equal and opposite contact forces over the assumed infinitesimal impulse period,
where the (+ / -) superscripts indicate velocities at the beginning and end of the impulse period, respectively. Defining the impact damper mass ratio with 
where with negligible friction after the collision, the impactor becomes a particle in free motion with constant velocity (z + ) as described by
where t, is the time of the instantaneous impact. The "stuck" impactor condition is modeled for the case that the impactor undergoes "Bounce Down" as pointed out in Fig.  2 .3.3 where the impactor is "stuck" on a wall with (0 or 1) relative displacement. In theory, infinite impacts are possible during ' 'bounce down." To reduce CPU time it is thus desirable to truncate the impacts. The impactor is at a wall surface during "bounce down" and if the relative velocity becomes small enough, it becomes reasonable to model the impactor as being "stuck." The impactor is again freed when the impactor housing acceleration changes sign due to the vanishing of the impactor to housing contact force. This is explained mathematically by realizing that the impactor has the same acceleration as the housing and has only the contact force under the zero friction assumption. Since the impactor has the same acceleration as the housing, the contact force changes sign when the acceleration changes sign. The impactor then continues with the velocity that the housing had at the time the contact force vanished.
The ' 'stuck'' condition is invoked if a second impact occurs on one wall within (0.2 percent) of the period of the highest frequency considered significant in the simulation. An example of this is the simulation of a structure with impact damper where only the first ten lower modes significantly contribute to the response. If the 10th natural frequency is 1000 Hz, its period is 1 ms. On "bounce down," a "stuck" impactor would then be invoked if a second impact occurred within 0.2 percent of this period or 2 /is. This criterion has been verified as a conservative assumption.
For simulation in the physical coordinate space, the "stuck" impactor mass is simply added to the inertia matrix. For modal subspace simulation it becomes necessary to store a complete additional set of modal system parameters, that is modal mass, stiffness, damping, and force. The "free" and "stuck" impactor condition thus requires two different modal subspaces for the simulation since the added mass for the "stuck" condition produces a different modal system. This results in two respective sets of physical coordinates as stated by,
When transitioning from "free" to "stuck," integration of modal equations switches to the ' 'stuck'' set of equations, which require new initial conditions for the modal coordinates (q s ). Similarly, when transitioning from "stuck" to "free," integration of the "free" modal equations is initiated and new initial conditions for the modal coordinates (q f ) are required. Obtaining the transforms leading to the initial conditions begins with obtaining the transform from physical to modal coordinates. For the "free" system coordinates the procedure begins with an identity (2.3.9), 
The same procedure results in obtaining "stuck" modal coordinates in terms of "stuck" physical coordinates and is described by
To obtain the transform between "stuck" and "free" modal coordinates, the two modal expansions (2.3.7) and (2.3.8) are equated at the instant the impactor is "stuck" or "freed. Fig. 2 .4.1. The impactor mass is concentrated at its center and moves within the circumference of the housing with zero surface friction. The "stuck" impactor condition is modeled in analogy to the SDOF impactor by applying the COR/COM relationships and the "stuck" condition in the direction of the line of centers. The "stuck" condition contact force now vanishes with a sign change in the ' 'normal'' acceleration upon which the impactor is "freed." ICs at the time of separation then become the position of the impactor and velocity of the housing. For a "stuck" condition with no friction, the impactor contacts the housing in the line of centers direction. The model accounts for arbitrary angles of impact between the impactor and its housing. Relative velocities are modeled by tracking the absolute velocities and applying the equations of section (2.3). To avoid the condition where the impactor may slide around the full circumference of its housing, an algorithm was implemented to offset its position. This was accomplished by aligning the impactor on a housing surface point defined by a line through the housing center over the course of one time step. In simulations, the algorithm only takes effect when the impactor is considered "stuck" at the housing surface where line of centers relative velocities are small. For a housing orbit type of motion, the impactors angular displacement is thus slightly greater. In practice, "flats" are machined onto the impactor surface to prevent rolling on the housing circumference.
Simulation
Physical Coordinate Space.
Simulations for this study began with the use of finite element model assembly code, which produces symmetric mass, stiffness, and damping parameter matrices for the structure under consideration. Symmetric matrices permitted data storage in banded form requiring less RAM and much less CPU time. These data were then used as input to a simulation code for "direct" integration of the structural. 
Modal Coordinate Space.
Though the banded form of the system equations has much benefit in terms of reduced RAM storage and CPU time, large DOF systems still require very much CPU time for numerical integration in a simulation. To save CPU time, a modal space simulation code was developed that makes use of modal transformations that yield the physical coordinate response. This code is especially useful in that any subspace of the defined modal space can be simulated, as for example when only a number of the lower frequency modes are required to represent the dynamics of a system. The modal space code requires data from the modes to facilitate transforms into the physical coordinate space. This requires assembling the system of equations with a finite element code 
.1 Modal space code implementation
Note that the response with impactors shows significant attenuation of the vibration close to the center frequency, and resonance to either side of center. This illustrates the impact damper's dependency on amplitude. The beat response near the center then finding the natural frequencies and mode shapes. [2] is analogously modeled using a 30 DOF cantilever beam for the purpose of correlating the impact damper model and simulation algorithms for this work. This involved simulating the frequency response of the cantilever with impact damper and sinusoidal force at the tip. The cantilever analog resulted by assuming a large section area to prevent longitudinal stretch, and negligible inertia at all nodes except the impactor node. The elastic modulus was obtained equating the natural frequency of the SDOF oscillator to the natural frequency of a massless cantilever beam with concentrated mass at the free end. The first mode corresponding to a free end lateral DOF formed the subspace used in the simulation. Frequency response for both models proceeded with an assumed forcing amplitude (F B = 0.0172 lb), and (4 percent) mass ratio. has a frequency equal to the deviation from the center. The beat periods are shorter as the input frequency moves to either side of the center and are longer as the input approaches the center.
Results
Cantilever Beam With Impact Damper. A previously investigated SDOF oscillator with impact damper
Since amplitude drops at the completion of a beat cycle, "impact failure" occurs more often as the input frequency moves away from center, resulting in amplitude gains. With the input frequency closer to the center, the beat periods are much longer, hence ' 'impact failure'' occurs less often, resulting in less amplitude gain. The phenomenon illustrated in Fig. 4 .1.4 with frequency ratio (r = 1.015) shows how "impact failure" at the completion of a beat period results in amplitude gain.
Rotor Bearing System
With Impact Damper. Additional correlation studies are conducted by modeling an experimental RBS [2] with impact damper and then comparing simulation results. A modal subspace using the first 10 modes of the 38 node, 6 DOF/node RBS FEM was derived and then used to simulate the frequency response. A description of the RBS model is contained in Appendix A. The impact damper comprises six equally spaced cylinder impactors housed within a squirrel cage that is mounted to the shaft bearing race and ground through asymmetric flexible supports as shown conceptually by Fig. A.3 . Friction at the ends of the impactors was neglected because of highly polished surfaces. Exact values of the support stiffness weren't known; thus some "tuning" was done to match the model's natural frequencies with the experimental RBSs without impactors. "Tare" damping ratios assigned to individual modes were obtained by trial and error
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Unsteady Impacts & Amplitude Growth 
SSME-HPOTP Casing With Impact Damper
Modeling. The HPOTP FEM assembled from data provided by NASA-Marshall is shown in Fig. 4 .3.1 with its casing cantilevered from the "Hot Gas Manifold" (HGM).
HGM boundary stiffness was modeled with a super element matrix and piping connections were modeled with linear springs. Excitation was modeled with HPOTP rotor mass unbalance properties also obtained at NASA. The rotor is modeled as rigid with resultant forces transmitted through bearings located at model nodes (4, 15). Maximum acceleration in model simulations was verified to be within an average 1.5-2.0 G's near the bottom of the casing, which agrees with NASA's speci-RBS Frequency Response With Impactors 7 8 9 10 11 Rotor Speed, rpmxlOOO fication. The impact dampers comprise twelve cylindrical impactors that permit damping in the plane normal to the pump axis at node 1 in Fig. 4 .3.1. The impactor weight is about equal to the damper housing weight with an allowable maximum total of about 50 lb.
Simulation. Simulation of the HPOTP was accomplished in a modal subspace of the first ten modes of the system. Accuracy of the model was verified by convergent responses of subspaces with modes greater than five, where modes higher than the 10th Optimal gaps (D = 1, 1.7 mils) are possible up to a base unbalance multiple of X = 7 with W = 25 lb. Since acceleration and displacements are significantly lower and do not vary appreciably for this range of gaps below the unbalance multiple X = 7, the most effective gap is D = 1.7 mils. For X = 10 the improvement in using the optimal 3.3 mil gap is only about 3 gs as compared to the 1.7 mil gap. The combination W = 25 lb, D = 1.7 mil is thus selected with the predicted worst case vibration explained by Table 4 .3.1 showing remarkable damper performance with the greatest reduction in acceleration from 66.5 gs to 31.2 gs at the highest unbalance level, which notably could be associated with a significant unbalance defect in the operation of the pump. Performance off resonance or at steady rotor speed results in slightly higher vibration with impactors, where the reduction factor can be less than 1.0. An example of the predicted worst case acceleration increase for this behavior ' is explained in is the cause of impactors exciting other modes as shown in Fig.  4 .3.6 where the "steady state" z displacement is plotted "with" and "without" impactors. Note that the response "without" impactors is at the running speed of the pump rotor, 381 Hz and the fundamental in the response "with" impactors is the first mode (78 Hz). This is evidence that at least the first mode at 77 Hz is being excited.
Unstable Structures With Impact Dampers
Rotor Shaft Stability. The experimental RBS [2] was modeled by assuming an equal cross coupled stiffness Kcc, "in plane" at the rotor shaft lower bearing. At a constant rotor speed of 7878 rpm, trial simulations without the impactors show the onset of instability at about Kcc = 8250 lb/in. At this Kcc and housing weight, W = 1.5 lb, an axial view of the planar instability indicates that the vibration orbit is elliptical and oriented at about 37 deg clockwise relative to the vertical. This is simply evidence of the support structure's asymmetry. Simulation of the unstable RBS was done with impactors installed for ranges of fee, impactor weight, and clearance gaps. For the results obtained, a combination of W = 3 lb, D = 6.9 mil stabilizes the RBS for the full range of Kcc considered up to a max (13500 lb/in), though this combination doesn't always result in the lowest vibration. Note that the system couldn't be stabilized for Kcc greater than the maximum with individual responses in each orthogonal coordinate of the SDOF model with excellent agreement. The cantilever beam simulation was conducted to correlate the present study algorithms and impact damper models with those developed in previous research [2] . Free and forced response simulations of the IDC show excellent agreement with former results.
The nature of two resonance peaks on either side of a natural frequency for the structure with impact damper was shown to be the related to the amount of time the impactor undergoes "impact failure" between beat envelope periods.
The experimental RBS with impact damper [2] was modeled and simulated to correlate present study methods with larger DOF systems. The RBS model with 227 DOF, flexible asymmetric bearing supports and impact damper showed remarkable agreement with the experimental frequency response.
The HPOTP casing model frequencies and modes agree well with the model developed at NASA-Marshall. Simulations of the HPOTP with impact damper were conducted with a base level rotor unbalance and multiples thereof for a rotor speed ramp up to 23,000 rpm. Effectiveness of the impact damper was studied at casing criticals, at steady rotor speed, and with high multiples of base level unbalance to simulate defects.
The impact damper was shown to attenuate vibration levels by as much as 300 percent at casing criticals and for high levels of unbalance. Only slightly higher levels resulted off resonance due to impulse excitation of other modes with impactors as compared to simulation without impactors.
Instability driver simulations show that the impact damper could possibly serve as a stabilizing mechanism. For the RBS, a destabilizing cross-coupled stiffness (Kcc) was simulated at its lower bearing. The onset of instability was determined to be Kcc = 8250 lb/in., and stable responses were observed up to a maximum (Kcc = 13,500 lb/in.) for a range of justifiable impact dampers. For the HPOTP, simulation of a pseudo-crosscoupled stiffness at the lower rotor bearing was used. With the casing's relatively stiff structure and allowable maximum impactor mass of about 25 lb, the damper showed remarkable ability in suppressmg amplitude gains due to the destabilizing forces. Transactions of the ASME
APPENDIX A RBS Experimental Configuration
